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In 2019 an estimate was put out that, globally,
the previous decade had seen some $2.5trn of
investments in renewables. But to put that in
context, it was also established by the International
Energy Agency that such a sum would be required
annually in order to meet climate targets.
This would, naturally, only delve into one
particular issue – climate change – in the ‘E’ part of
ESG, with many other facets to be addressed there,
such as clean water and biodiversity, as well as the
‘S’ and the ‘G’.
There are of course UN PRI and SDG objectives
(17 Sustainable Development Goals) to ponder
on the part of the investor. Not all may require an
equal sum to the energy commitment, but added
up it begs the question whether investors can afford
such while still also targeting financial returns.
The easy answer is that there is “No Planet B”,
thus not making the change is not an option. The
more difficult answer is, say, to be able to avoid
unsustainable climate change, investors need more
and better tools for benchmarking the effects of
their investments, both in terms of financial effects,
but also environmental, social and governance
effects.
These are the sorts of developments that this
special supplement seeks to highlight along with a
plethora of industry views. ■
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A wealth of further information is available
through our website. This includes breaking
news and analysis from individual European
markets, features, commentary, blogs and
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2019 was the year in which environmental, social and governance strategies came of age.
Investment managers were busy
integrating ESG criteria across their
fund ranges as asset owners became
increasingly exacting about the risk
analysis underpinning their investments. BlackRock’s chief executive
Larry Fink famously declared that
within the next five years all companies would be measured according to
their impact on society, government,
and the environment.
In this new environment, a number
of strategies have emerged focusing
on specialist areas of ESG: water,
energy transition and nutrition, for
example.
This is not entirely new – groups
such as KBI Global Investors and
Pictet have had funds of this type
going back to the 1980s – but there
has been a greater proliferation.
Schroders, Fidelity and BlackRock
have all launched funds focusing on
these specialist themes over the past
two years. What do these strategies
do? And where is their natural home
in a portfolio? Equally, by investing in
one ‘pure’ theme, can they be a tool to
help investors avoid ‘greenwashing’,
the unwelcome practice of showboating green credentials while doing
little beneath the surface?
These strategies tend to focus on
long-term structural growth themes.
As Catherine Cahill, senior portfolio
manager on the Water Strategy at KBI
Global Investors, labels them: “These
are areas with finite supply, increasing
demand, increasing regulation and a
strong need for capital investment.”

“THESE STRATEGIES ARE
INVESTING IN PARTS OF THE
MARKETS WHERE OTHERS
ARE NOT. OUR FUNDS HAVE
A VERY HIGH ACTIVE SHARE.
INVESTORS WILL NOT BE
GETTING A LOT OF WHAT
THEY OWN ELSEWHERE. WE
HAVE A SMALL AND
MID-CAP BIAS, SO
THERE WILL NOT
BE SIGNIFICANT
CROSS-OVER
WITH THE MAJOR
INDICES”
Catherine Cahill,
KBI Global Investors
These themes have the support
of major governments and it is a
financial necessity for companies to
address them.
Saurabh Sharma, assistant portfolio manager on the Fidelity Funds
– Sustainable Water & Waste Fund
explains why this can be a powerful
force in investment: “Long-term
themes and structural drivers shape
consumption and demand patterns,
which in turn have a significant and
compounding impact on corporate
profits.”
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This is vitally important, he
believes, at a time when investors
are overly focused on short-term
market events and lose sight of
long-term structural growth. As
he points out: “There can be no
economy without water and no
sustainable economy without
effective waste management.”

THEMATICALLY LED

Unlike a generalised ESG fund,
which may start with the index or a
range of stocks and then impose an
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it develops bubble-like characteristics.
ESG strategies are popular at the
moment and climate change dominates the headlines. It is easy to
see how pockets of over-valuation
could develop. In the US alone,
sustainable funds drew in $20.6bn
in new money in 2019, almost four
times the level of 2018, in itself a
previous record.
That said, most of these strategies
are seeing their investment opportunity expand at the same time as
demand.
“We have seen a lot of IPOs in this
space,” says Cahill.
“These might be technology companies, or industrial conglomerates
spinning off their water platforms
or energy storage solutions. There
has been a whole evolution in wind
and solar energy. This brings new
opportunities for these managers
and helps them diversify.”
Sharma says the investable
universe has been consistently
increasing as a result of the structural drivers supporting companies.
“There were around 50 names
available for investments 30 years
ago, in comparison to around
330 such companies today. The
average market cap of the investable universe has also considerably
increased. The investment universe is diverse across sectors and
countries. We expect this trend to
continue, especially with emerging
markets and new technologies
offering new opportunities.”
That said, it is still true that many
of the opportunities are still in the
mid and small cap areas.
It is difficult to get the same ‘pure’
exposure in larger companies,
which may have multiple business
lines. Therefore, funds in this area
need to be alert to liquidity and
capacity considerations.

soft-closed, including Pictet’s Water
strategy, which is now £6.4bn.
Pictet’s Diesen says: “While the
investment universes for many
of our themes tends to gradually
expanding over time, our Water
strategy is soft closed given the
strong interest it has generated over
the years. Both clean energy and
nutrition have plenty of room to
grow before they reach capacity.”
Investors need to keep an eye out
if investment managers are taking a
lot of capital, while not taking steps
to manage capacity.
In terms of their natural home
in a portfolio, in general these
portfolios are good diversifiers and
sit neatly alongside more indexfocused options.
Cahill says: “These strategies
are investing in those parts of the
markets where others are not. Our
funds have a very high active share.
Investors will not be getting a lot of
what they own elsewhere. We have
a small and mid-cap bias, so there
will not be significant cross-over
with the major indices.”
Sharma says the water portfolio
has a structural bias towards the
utilities and industrials sectors, and
also has a relative mid-cap bias:
“The portfolio serves as a great
diversifier given the average global
diversifed portfolio has heavy exposure to sectors such as technology,
financials and communications
while our strategy has zero exposure to these sectors.
“The strategy has a unique
fundamental profile offering low
beta, high cash flow visibility, low
turnover and access to a perpetual
underlying theme.”
These thematic funds are likely
to become more of a feature of
the investment landscape as
investors demand purer exposure to
individual ESG growth areas. These
can sit neatly alongside more ‘core’
index-type holdings as a source of
potential additional alpha, with little
correlation to mainstream strategies.
The risk may be that fund managers do not act to curb inflows
in areas that are likely to become
increasingly popular. ■

Headline runs here to style

‘purer’ exposure.
Gillian Diesen, a senior product
specialist for thematic equities at
Pictet Asset Management says of
the group’s clean energy strategy: “It
is focused on financing the energy
transition to a low carbon economy.
As such, the entire portfolio can be
viewed
as promoting climate change
Text
full R/L
mitigation.
Text indent R/L
“This occurs through investments
ieurlintext.com/ch
in renewable energy and energy
efficiency in transportation – smart
mobility – industry and buildings.
“It also invests in essential
enabling technologies that are necessary for the energy transition, such
as power management semiconductors, smart grids, and energy storage.”
Sharma says investment opportunities in his space range across
the both the water and waste value
chains.
Within water, there are opportunities ranging from pump and valve
manufacturers to water treatment
companies, and from network companies to metering and billing companies.
Similarly, within waste, there are
interesting investment opportunities
including waste collection companies, general waste utilities, and specialty waste treatment firms.
The relative purity of the approach
avoids, to some extent, the problem
of ‘greenwashing’. In focusing solely
on one theme, it is more difficult for
companies to manipulate the metrics or for there to be unintended
consequences.
The theme is clear and the intentions measurable.
The new Schroder Energy Transition fund, for example, is completely
fossil-fuel and nuclear-free. Investors can be completely clear about its
intentions and outcomes.
Funds are even moving towards
reporting on impact – each investor
can see that they have planted two
new trees or created litres of clean
water.
The risk for many of these strategies, however, is that too much
money flows into a single theme and
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Inevitably, interest levels have
peaked more recently and while
this has led to strong performance
for some of these strategies, it also
creates issues. Some strategies are
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Three reasons to go
passive for Green Bonds
Despite a record-breaking year of inflows into ESG ETFs in 2019 – and a record year
for new green bond issuance – the trend towards sustainable investing is only likely to
accelerate. In this article, François Millet, head of Strategy, ESG & Innovation, gives three
reasons why investors should consider taking a passive route to green bond investing
2019 was a wake up call. The
ongoing climate emergency wreaked
havoc in 2019. Cyclone Idai claimed
thousands of lives across southeastern Africa. France recorded its
highest ever temperature of 45.9°C,
while Venice saw its streets and
squares ravaged by floods.*
Meanwhile, the devastating bush

François Millet
is head of
Strategy, ESG
& Innovation
at Lyxor Asset
Management

fires in Australia rage on, with
70-metre-high flames reported. So
far, the fires have claimed 14.8 million acres of bush, forest and parks.†
To put that into perspective, that is
twice the surface area of Belgium.
While some may have simply
been unfortunate “Acts of God”, the
growing frequency and intensity
of such events may well be the byproduct of climate change.
It is a sobering picture, but we’re
encouraged by the real shift in
mindset we saw in 2019. Extinction
Rebellion protests, Beyond Meat’s
IPO, the so-called ‘Greta effect’ –
momentum is building and, as last
year’s inflows demonstrated, investors have shown they care too.
This is great news, because finance
has the power to change the world.
Green bonds in particular could help
fuel the transition to a low-carbon
future, given their proceeds are earmarked solely for the financing of
eco-friendly projects and assets.
At Lyxor, we believe the best way
of investing in green bonds is to
choose a passive fund. Here is why.

1.

Setting standards. A common
challenge for ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance)
investors is wrapping their heads
around the lack of standardisation.
While frameworks do exist, reaching
consensus on what makes a company “good” or “bad” is easier said

InvestmentEurope Environmental, Social & Governance Supplement 2020

than done. This often boils down to
personal values, priorities and preferences.
But in the world of green bonds,
definitions of what makes a bond
truly ‘green’ are much easier to come
by. The green bond market is arguably the most standardised area of
ESG investing, especially compared
to ratings-based ESG funds, or thematic funds with heterogeneous
criteria.
Green bonds are issued with reference to an issuance framework,
generally the Green Bond Principles
(GBPs) of the International Capital
Market Association (ICMA). Most
self-labelled green bonds then
receive second-party opinions by
qualified agencies and auditors.
The Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI),
an investor focused not-for-profit
organisation dedicated to the mobilisation of fixed income markets for
climate change solutions, can also
certify green bonds.
The CBI’s standardisation efforts,
monitoring of use of proceeds, and
taxonomy help pave the way for
data-driven passive investments.
An indexed approach helps address
the risk of ‘greenwashing’, where
investments are made to seem more
climate-friendly than they are. At
Lyxor, only green bonds approved by
the CBI are eligible for inclusion in
the underlying indices of our green
bond ETF range.
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2.

Increasing transparency. All
investors want transparency
on where their money is going, even
more so when it comes to sensitive ESG investments such as green
bonds. As with all passive ETFs, fund
holdings are disclosed daily and are
readily available – you can easily
find them online on Lyxor’s product
pages.
Furthermore, holders of our
green bond ETFs can see the use-ofproceeds in action by checking how
much was allocated to projects in
transport, renewables, and energy
efficient buildings, to name a few.
But we don’t stop there. Knowing
which kind of categories your money
is financing is useful, but not enough
to truly quantify the impact of your
investment. That’s why we provide
monthly reports on our website with
detailed information on our funds’
climate and ESG metrics.
We also provide more tangible
figures, such as new installed
renewable energy generation
capacity (in MWh) and emissions
avoided (in tonnes of CO2). In more
relatable terms, we estimate that
the impact of our first green bond
ETF over a one-year period equates
to the average energy use of over
5,000 homes, or the equivalent in
avoided emissions of close to 12,000
passenger vehicles driven for a year
(see chart above).

3.

Lowering costs. Improvements
in the collection, cleansing and
standardisation of ESG data mean
that index providers can codify ESG
objectives into benchmarks with a
great degree of precision, rigour and
transparency.
Managers of active green bond

ESTIMATED IMPACT OF THE LYXOR GREEN
BOND (DR) UCITS ETF OVER A 1 YEAR PERIOD

Source: Lyxor International Asset Management, 1st December 2019. These indicators account for 43% of the portfolio weight, where data was available. AUM of fund at
time of calculation was €160m. Further explanations on methodology and assumptions available on request
* Source: www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gases-equivalencies-calculator-calculations-and-references.

funds must charge higher fees to
cover their research costs and analyst salaries.
In contrast, the rules-based nature
of index tracking ETFs helps keep
costs for investors down. In the case
of our green bond ETF range, our
chosen indices (built with Solactive)
select securities based on an initial
starting universe of green bonds
approved by the CBI.
In other words, our investors still
benefit from the research and expertise of the CBI, a leading authority
on the green bond market with over
60 employees, without incurring
the higher fees they would from an
active manager.

Our fund launched in 2017 was
the first of its kind in the world.
Since then, it’s been awarded the
prestigious Greenfin label, a national
certification for private investments
in a green economy introduced by
the French government following
the COP21. The label solidifies its
credibility as a fund committed to
financing the green economy, as it
demonstrates a high level of requirement for the ‘green’ quality of its
underlying assets.

YOU HAVE THE POWER
TO CHANGE THE WORLD

Sources: *The Guardian, 19 Dec 2019,
2019 has been a year of climate disaster;
†BBC News, 3 Jan 2020, Australia fires: a
visual guide to the bushfire crisis.

If the climate emergency is an issue
as close to your heart as it is ours,
consider our innovative green bond
ETF range to make a tangible, targeted impact.

To find out more, visit:
www.lyxoretf.com

FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY. CAPITAL AT RISK.
This communication is for the exclusive use of investors acting on their own account and categorised either as “Eligible Counterparties” or “Professional Clients” within the meaning of Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EU. These products comply with the UCITS Directive (2009/65/
EC). Société Générale and Lyxor International Asset Management (LIAM) recommend that investors read carefully the “investment risks” section of the
product’s documentation (prospectus and KIID). The prospectus and KIID are available free of charge on www.lyxoretf.com, and upon request to clientservices-etf@lyxor.com. Except for the United-Kingdom, where this communication is issued in the UK by Lyxor Asset Management UK LLP, which is
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK under Registration Number 435658, this communication is issued by Lyxor International Asset Management (LIAM), a French management company authorized by the Autorité des marchés financiers and placed under the regulations of
the UCITS (2014/91/EU) and AIFM (2011/61/EU) Directives. Société Générale is a French credit institution (bank) authorised by the Autorité de contrôle
prudentiel et de résolution (the French Prudential Control Authority).
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Data to win hearts and minds
Times have changed, and disclosure has gone a long way to providing the
evidence needed to win over hearts and minds. Pádraig Floyd reports
“We just did not have any data and it was easier to screen
out an entire industry.”
So says Mona Naqvi, senior director, ESG product management at S&P Dow Jones Indices, setting the scene for
explaining just how far the financial industry has come,
yet also how much more it has to do to continue embedding ESG into investment processes.
“What we see have seen in the last five to 10 years is the
better availability of corporate sustainability performance
data, as more companies disclose and this has given us
much more granularity in terms of the nuances around
the characteristics between companies even within the
same industry. This lends itself to more broad exposure, or
exposure to ESG.”
More data can lead to more noise. Asset owners in particular have complained that it can be difficult to compare
one company’s meaning of a specific term with another as
they are diametrically opposed.
But greater disclosure is making this more apparent,
says Libby Bernick, head of sustainability, at Morningstar.

“INVESTORS NEED
TO STOP BEING SO
BEHOLDEN TO THE
TRACKING ERROR.
IT PRESENTS A
CONFLICT THAT IS
TROUBLING FOR
THE AMOUNT OF
DECARBONISATION
THAT SOCIETY
NEEDS TO
ACHIEVE”
Mona Naqvi, S&P Dow
Jones Indices

InvestmentEurope Environmental,
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“This year will also be transformational for data
improvements,” she adds, “as the financial services
industry prepares for enhanced ESG disclosure in line
with new European regulations.”

DO YOU SPEAK ESG?

Disclosure has improved transparency, but there has been
no common language used within ESG, and so the benefits will be limited and short lived. That is until technology
was able to unlock its secrets.
“We are inundated with data, and the only way to
manage data proliferation is through technology,” says
Thomas Kuh, head of Index at Truvalue Labs.
Artificial intelligence (AI) applied through natural
language processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML)
will enable the industry to analyse the massive growth of
unstructured data that is distributed online.
“It is simply beyond the scope of human beings to find,
read and analyse this scale of information efficiently. We
are at the point where it cannot be done in a timely way
without machines,” Kuh says.
But data alone is not enough to drive improvements. It
needs to be Big Data, as not all AI is born equal, according
to Philipp Aeby, CEO of business intelligence and research
firm, RepRisk.
“If you want to apply machine learning, you need a lot
of data,” says Aeby.
“The challenge is that many providers and even asset
managers are experimenting with AI, but with very limited success simply because they don’t have the corresponding data sets.”

DATA EQUALITY

Remy Briand, head of ESG at MSCI has a “a bit of a
problem” with the focus on data, because it causes confusion and may lead to investors asking the wrong questions
of their providers.
Even having the “right” data will not guarantee better
ESG investment outcomes, simply because there is more
data available and it can be processed more efficiently
than in the past.
“You must start by asking what inputs are needed in
order to solve an investment problem,” says Briand. “Then
either get the data or if the data is not available, produce
models to help you resolve the problem.”
“For example,” says Briand, “60% of companies covered
globally may be making full disclosures about carbon
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emissions. But failure to disclose is of itself not reason
enough to do nothing. Instead, the industry must create
models that estimate the emissions for those companies
that are not disclosing.
“And very good estimates can be made with the right
models,” he adds.

GETTING BETTER EVERY DAY

Nevertheless, models require data, and this is where
efforts to harmonise and standardise corporate ESG disclosure for end investors is critical.
“It will help portfolio managers understand fund performance, because they will be able to compare performance
across regions, fund types, and portfolios,” says Bernick.
Investors will have greater visibility into the holdings of
their portfolios, particularly useful if they are interested in
avoiding controversial business activities or aligning their
investments with businesses that have a positive impact
or climate benefits.
How will the data cover all aspects of E, S and G, some
aspects of which are less tangible?
“Two ways,” says Bernick. “Gradually, then suddenly.
“The cork is now out of the bottle as far as disclosure is
concerned and there will only be more of it. As this continues, it will become more nuanced,”she adds.
“As investors make more use of alternative data sets
based on sentiment data or controversies, companies will
be pressured to disclose their ESG data and tell their own
story.
“As more research emerges on the relationship between
corporate ESG performance and financial performance, it
will create a race to the top by companies to have top ESG
disclosure and performance.”

ANY COLOUR YOU LIKE –
AS LONG AS IT IS GREEN

The makers of indices determine the benchmarks, and
are in effect the gatekeepers to best practice. But just how
much responsibility must they shoulder for ensuring that
ESG indices do not allow greenwashing by proxy?
Indices can help standardise and benchmark the
parameters of ESG, but investors must remain vigilant of
the potential for greenwashing. This is particularly in the
case when making passive investment strategies.
“Greenwashing is not always intended, and can be the
result of assessments made on inadequate data,” says Eoin
Walshe, ESG data and analytics specialist at PwC.
Walshe accepts that delineating between corporate
policies and resulting behaviours can be challenging,
especially when supply chains are included into impact
analysis.
However, “corporates will continue to adapt to evolution
in ESG criteria to be attractive to indices and funds - investors must ensure that underlying data backs up claims
that their activities and trend is towards green outcomes.”
Aeby agrees that transparency is the enemy of greenwashing and the EU’s work on its ESG Taxonomy should
help to remove confusion, suggests Aeby. But definitions
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“YOU MUST START
BY ASKING WHAT
INPUTS ARE NEEDED
IN ORDER TO SOLVE
AN INVESTMENT
PROBLEM. THEN
EITHER GET THE DATA
OR IF THE DATA IS NOT
AVAILABLE, PRODUCE
MODELS TO
HELP YOU
RESOLVE THE
PROBLEM”
Remy Briand, MSCI

are difficult when best in class ESG might include a coal
mining company because its labour practices are progressive for the region.
“The fundamental thing is that there should be much
more focus nowadays on companies walking the talk,”
says Aeby.
“This requires better assessments of their energy consumption and emissions, but also labour practices, human
rights violations, incidents of bribery, etc.”

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME

There also needs to be a shift in mindset as ESG becomes
fully integrated, and as the narrative becomes fully articulated, says Naqvi.
She believes, emphasisising that this is her personal
view only, that ESG integration is a paradigm shift in
investment that not only challenges the status quo, but
will change it, forever.
“Investors need to stop being so beholden to the
tracking error,” she says. “It presents a conflict that is troubling for the amount of decarbonisation that society needs
to achieve.”
This will require a trade-off between the impact the
strategy is having and the tracking error.
Naqvi suggests European investors are more willing to
accept a degree of flexibility, but that this is not true of all
regions. Investors should be prepared to accept that within
their budget.
And it will be investors who will be the ultimate arbiters
as to whether the index companies have succeeded.
“Because in the end,” she adds, “the benchmark is only
as successful as the flows that go into it.” ■
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Investors must beware of
pitfalls posed by ESG ratings
Strong growth in the number of ESG ratings and data providers has produced a
plethora of uncorrelated outcomes and sometimes counter-intuitive results. NN IP
has identified solutions that enrich ESG insights and improve investment processes

The use of environmental, social
and governance (ESG) ratings has
increased sharply in recent years and
entered the mainstream investment
arena. Such scores and ratings now
constitute an important element
of security, fund and mandate
selection, which has led to strong
growth in the number of ESG rating
and data providers. However, ESG
ratings present several challenges
that asset owners and managers
should be aware of when assessing

the sustainability of securities, funds
and mandates.
NN Investment Partners (NN IP)
recognises that ESG scores have
come a long way, with quality
gradually evolving towards more
material and behaviour-based
scores and away from the more
traditional policy-based scores. Still,
investors should remain cautious
when using external ESG ratings.
“Pitfalls remain, sometimes resulting
in counter-intuitive outcomes,”

InvestmentEurope Environmental, Social & Governance Supplement 2020

says Jeroen Bos, Head of Specialised
Equity & Responsible Investing,
NN Investment Partners. “However,
these pitfalls can be overcome if they
are addressed in the right way.”
NN IP has identified five common
pitfalls investors face when using
external ESG rating agencies.

1.

Size biases can favour larger
firms. ESG ratings often display
a size bias that gives larger firms
better ESG scores on average. This
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does not necessarily mean that larger
companies take better care of the
environment or society. More often
it is the result of larger companies
having more resources to develop
and report on their ESG policies and
activities.

remains a challenge. A key reason
for this is that companies are not
required to report on most types of
ESG data. Although companies may
well volunteer ESG information,
this often lacks consistency because
regulators do not stipulate standards
to the same degree that they demand
in financial data, for example.

2.

Sector neutrality can lead to
counter-intuitive results. Most
ESG scoring methodologies include
a type of sector neutrality. This
means that every sector includes
the full range of ESG scores. Even in
sectors with serious sustainability
issues - such as oil and gas - some
companies will score highly on
ESG metrics. This could lead to a
clear conflict with sustainability.
Companies active in sectors that are
arguably inherently unsustainable,
such as tobacco and traditional
energy, can still obtain high, abovemarket-average ESG scores driven by
their policies

3.

Correlation is low between
ESG rating agencies. The
correlation between ESG scores
from different data providers
is often limited. Research from
CSRHub shows that the correlation
between ESG scores from different
rating agencies can be as low
as 0.3, indicating a clear lack of
consistency. A recent study from
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) also highlighted
this discrepancy. This illustrates
the subjective nature of ESG scores,
which is partly due to the different
methodologies applied. The insights
and arguments underlying scores
can still be valuable, but it is also
possible for a single security to have
a wide range of ratings

4.

Ratings become stale over
time. ESG scores from the
traditional rating agencies can

Jeroen Bos is head
of Specialised Equity
& Responsible
Investing at NN
Investment Partners
become stale. A company’s ESG score
today is often comparable to its score
from three years ago. This can be
partly the result of infrequent review
cycles and the fact that specific
ESG data points do not tend to
change much. Yet, there is a risk that
changes in underlying ESG trends
might take some time to show up in
ESG ratings.
Thus, new ESG rating agencies
are emerging that, by using new
technologies, focus more on timely,
news flow-driven ESG data, leading
to more frequent updates.

5.

Reporting standards are still
mostly absent. Collecting
high-quality, comprehensive data

Jeroen Bos added: “ESG ratings are
opinions, not facts, so it is crucial to
understand the viewpoints behind
them. ESG scores might produce
a diversity of outcomes with low
correlations but combining different
ESG sources with in-house analysis
only enriches insights and improves
the decision-making process.”
NN IP has identified further
opportunities for investors to
avoid these pitfalls. By focusing on
material ESG aspects – i.e., aspects
with an impact on a company’s
long-term ability to generate cash
flow and hence its long-term share
price – investors can ensure good
alignment between ESG integration
and improving risk-adjusted returns.
As research shows that companies
with improving ESG credentials
demonstrate better risk-adjusted
returns, it is also important to focus
on a company’s behaviour and
momentum towards improvement,
rather than its stated policies.
Moreover, asset managers
and owners can significantly aid
improvement in ESG data by
engaging with corporates.
Finally, the use of new
technologies such as natural
language processing and machine
learning could further improve
ESG insights by improving the
completeness, timeliness and quality
of data sets.
To find out more, visit:
www.nnip.com

FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY. CAPITAL AT RISK.
The opinion contained herein is from NN IP and Jeroen Bos, head of Specialised Equity & Responsible Investing, and does not constitute advice. At NN IP
we focus on integrating ESG fully in our investment process by analyzing all material ESG aspects that influence a company’s longer-term sustainability
and profitability and hence its longer-term valuation and future share price performance. ESG scores help us in this process, but only as one of the starting
points to enrich our in-depth fundamental analysis of our buy-side analysts and portfolio managers. This leads to a more complete approach to investing
and therefore better informed investment decisions.
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With greater insight into benchmarking the non-financial results of ESG
investments, it is also important to keep an eye on the more traditional ways
of measuring risk/return profiles. Jonathan Boyd looks at some of the data

Measuring success
Performance

FIGURE 1: ETHICAL SECTOR FUNDS 1-YR
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FIGURE 2: ETHICAL SECTOR FUNDS 3-YR
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There are an increasing number of
funds that have ESG either in the
name or that profess adherence to
ESG objectives and processes in their
approach to managing investments
collectively.
This is, of course, a good thing:
doing finance in an ESG vacuum
may produce theoretical benefits,
but in the “real world” economy, the
downsides can be very real.
Consider how the absence of ‘G’,
governance, effected the global
financial crisis, which led to costs for
taxpayers and forced central banks
to institute monetary policy that has
wreaked havoc on traditional deposit
based savings.
The resulting regulations in the
banking industry have also forced
systemically important institutions
to put aside more capital rather than
lending it, which means more
equity shareholder capital not being
used to fund business and/or make
returns.
Equally true, of course, is that
the unorthodox monetary policy
has propped up prices of risk assets
across the board over the past
decade, taking traditional market cap
weighted indices across the globe to
new all-time highs.
And yet, demand for ESG among
institutional and retail investors has
never been higher.
This is supported by research
by various investment fund
associations across Europe, which
have found increasing levels of
interest in ESG factors among
everyday investors as much as
among pension scheme members.
Bluntly, both the insurance and
asset management industries have a
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Further clarity on ESG commitments
in the European region are set to hit
the industry as, for example, the EU’s
Green Deal comes to fruition.
But such commitments also need
to make sense from a euros and cents
perspective. Data will be critical
in order to continue making the
argument that focusing on ESG does
make a difference to investment
outcomes.
InvestmentEurope looked at data
covering two areas: equity fund
classification sectors that are deemed
“ethical”, as a proxy for ESG; and
the performance of bond funds that
have received the LuxFLAG label, as
a proxy for how labelled rather than
greenwashed ESG bond funds may
perform.

ETHICAL DATA

Looking at data from FE, it is possible
to acquire Austrian, German, Italian
and Swiss ethical equity sectors to
compare with three of the most used
equity benchmarks, the S&P 500,
CAC 40 and FTSE 100.
Looking at a scatter chart (Figure
1) laying out volatility risk versus
returns, it is not surprising to find
that in euro terms the S&P over the
relevant period has done best of all
those being compared on a total
return basis.
Equally clear, though, is that funds
in the ethical sectors tend to cluster
around a particular ratio of risk/
reward, which seems, at least over
the period studied, to have offered
some particular diversification
benefits away from the main
benchmark indices selected for this
comparison.
That suggests that not only are
there opportunities for active
managers, but also passive managers
who may seek to use indices
designed to follow the parameters
set for such ethical sectors. And
either way, investors could access
diversification away from the
performance of broader equity
indices.

www.investmenteurope.net

FIGURE 3: ESG BOND FUNDS 1-YR
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As the subsequent performance
chart (Figure 2) illustrates, there
can be variations in the performance
of certain sectors relative to each
other and broader equity indices,
but they have gone in a similar
direction.

BOND DATA

Tuning to fixed income, a picture of
greater dispersion arises between the
government, corporate and high yield
focused funds or benchmarks.
The bond market is vast, as is the
number of instruments so perhaps
this is not surprising. However, it
is noticeable that there may be less
clustering of risk/reward between
funds that have all passed similar
muster; in this case they have all been
awarded a LuxFLAG ESG label.
Thus, from an ESG perspective, it
could be argued that they are capable
of offering similar quality.
But other factors then have
a greater impact on how the
funds perform – from portfolio
construction, to approach, to
investment processes, and so on.
The adage to buy the fund not the
provider may come to mind.
Another key distinguishing feature
about this universe of fixed income
funds defined by their labelling is in
their number.

There is a distinct weighting of
funds that have made an appearance
in the past two to three years.
For example, going back some four
years reveals far fewer data sets than
over the past 15 months, according to
the FE data. This is most likely simply
down to the fact of when the funds
were launched.
What this suggests is that the fund
industry is responding to demand
from investors for more bond fund
strategies that implement proper ESG
processes, as illustrated by labelling,
or, as may be the case going forward,
adherence to policy objectives as
expressed by the EU’s Taxonomy and
proposed Green Deal.
Another future driver of ESG bond
funds in the region may be the Pan
European Pension Product, which
is defined by the Pepp Regulation
as a voluntary product alongside
state and occupational pensions, but
which is seen as another step towards
enhancing Capital Markets Union.
The regulation prescribes that
Pepp savings should be invested
taking into account ESG factors as
set out in the Union’s climate and
sustainability objectives as set out
in the Paris Agreement on Climate
Change, UN SDGs and UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human
Rights. ■
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InvestmentEurope is hosting a number of events throughout 2020, in which
ESG will figure prominently, highlighted by the upcoming ESG Summit
Text full R/L
Text indent R/L
On the
basis that developing
ieurlintext.com/ch
ESG responses is as much about
educating investors as it is about
implementing investment processes
that take account of ESG factors,
then InvestmentEurope’s events
programme for 2020 features a
number of events across the region
at which portfolio managers have a
chance to do both.
For example, at the Nordic Summit
Stockholm 2020, taking place in
mid-March, speakers have been
put on notice that sophisticated
local investors are increasingly
keen to hear about solutions to ESG
requirements.
This involves explaining how
particular strategies incorporate
such needs when pursuing
investment processes. It also involves
understanding, on the part of product
providers, the need to respond to
what may be different headline ESG
needs demanded of investors in the
different Nordic markets.
ESG is spreading across Europe, in
response to investor and regulator
demands, and thus is increasingly
also a facet of events also in southern
European markets.

FLAGSHIP

For 2020, InvestmentEurope has
placed its Pan-European ESG
Summit in Vienna, which will seek
to provide a pan-European audience
of fund selectors with key insights
into areas including:
Evolving responsibilities and
regulatory challenges;
ESG influence on manager
selection;
Impact of a green taxonomy;
Best practice corporate responses
to ESG; and

•
•
•
•
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into specific themes, such
•asInsight
water and climate change.

professionals, around the ideas
raised during the plenary sessions. ■

Taking place 18-19 June, the
event of course will facilitate
networking time and discussions
between buy side and other industry

Further details of events and the
fixed income speakers can be found
at www.investmenteurope.net.

Some of our speakers
NEXT EVENTS
STOCKHOLM, 10-11 MARCH
Björn Esser (far left), portfolio
manager, MainFirst Asset
Management, will address
various risk premia such as
momentum and carry, but also
the ‘reversal’ premium that can
catch mean reversion in the short term; Jacob Vendelbo,
investment director, Macquarie ValueInvest Global Equity
at Macquarie Asset Management, will touch on high
conviction investing at a time when many are concerned
about downside risks.

VIENNA, 18-19 JUNE
Günther Schiendl (far left),
member of the Executive
Board, CIO, VBV Pensionskasse,
will review the journey so
far as investors look ahead
to upcoming EU Sustainable
Finance Regulation, and what
ESG factors and developments may impact most in
future; Sachin Vankalas, general manager, LuxFLAG, will
raise the impact that labelling may have going forward in
mind of the current regulatory status.

LEARN MORE

For further information on these or any other InvestmentEurope events, visit
the current event website: http://www.investmenteurope.net
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